
I am in a car driving through an American town with my girlfriend. We are actually at an intersection and the light is green but people on my left and right keep on driving through it. I then realize that they also have a green light and finally make it across to then park and take a stroll around.

I am in a bar at night watching the performance of a small musician playing the violin. He is really skilled and goes all the way up to the presenter who gives him the microphone. The musician then starts singing and everybody is expecting a great performance but he only ends up screaming.

I am watching an old movie about a a famous black actor walking up in a hotel room realizing that his expensive racing car below has been thorned. He then asks his manager for some cash but the latter only tells him how to get on foot to the police garage where all the thorned cars are kept.

I am on a bus with my girlfriend driving and as she stops to let other people in I get out to explore the city. I then reach a fountain designed by a famous dead artist and want to film it but two homeless old men are seating on it. I then also seat to only film the water inside but I am too shaky.

I am in an apartment and get the hard disk an American student has stolen me. I then check if all the material is inside but it looks all very random. I then realize that there are some buttons on the hard disk itself and I press one to look through the material and find it in different folders.

I am in a clinic visiting my dead grandfather when I see the kids of my parents' old neighbours approaching from the garden. Many years have passed but they haven't grown and I avoid the girl and just hug the younger brother. Together then we stand in front of my grandfather's bed dancing.

I am eating lunch with an Eastern European family and hear the phone ringing several times. It is the same number and they ask me to block it. The phone is actually a big full wheel of cheese and I press the letters of the logo to block the number which they tell me was from an usurer.

I am in a hotel room in the middle of the Japanese countryside and realize that there is still time to make it to the capital to swim in a shallow lake with hot water. I then go down to the reception and manage to cancel my booking. As I walk to the station I realize that I am also in a big city.

I am walking across a big intersection and notice a church with a beautiful graffiti on the belfry. I then seat at the road edge to make a video of it but realize that they are making mass inside. As I look more carefully at the graffiti I realize that it depicts Latinos and they could get angry at me. 

I am with my parents dining and realize that my political opponent is also eating in the living room. My mother tells him to seat with us and I get stand up to bring my dish to the sink showing how I am more disciplined than him to eat. He still has his fish to finish and also gets fresh tagliatelle.

I am walking in a country road and get a phone call from a man who warns that they found a way to block the construction of my mountain installation. He tries telling me what the deal is but I have a very old phone and the line breaks. I then try to use my other phone to call the architect.

I am in my mountain village after a long time I haven't been there. I am actually holding my youngest son and want to show him to my old neighbour but she keeps facing the other way. I then take my son in a dish and surprise her by giving him to her. She then hugs him but he starts crying.

I am walking on a path covered with snow and find a chainsaw. I first think it got stuck on a tree and that it is only the blade but then remove the snow around and find that it also has the motor attached. I am tempted to get it but just keep on walking and find the woodmen seating nearby.

I am at home and realize that my oldest son is supposed to take a plane to go back to his mother. I then go downstairs to call him but realize that he is still at our place. He is playing with a cat and I ask him if he liked his holiday with me but it was way too short and we already have to go.

I am watching a video my political opponent has posted about me. He is in his kitchen washing a parsnip and tells that I am just too abstract. As he keeps up his critique against me a lady comes in to pick up a pizza he has backed. She then brings it to her boss in a truck to deliver it. 

I am in a small apartment sleeping when my parents waking me up and tell me that we must evacuate the condominium. My stepfather's mother is living above us and I have to warn her to be quick. She is actually still sorting things inside and left some bottles of strong liquor at the door.

I am with my best friend talking on top of a hill overlooking his city. He actually want to make it to the bottom sliding on a big plastic bucket. I find it too dangerous but he anyway seats in it and throws himself down. He then manages to go across the main street stopping right at the end.

I am in a restaurant seating next to a Japanese guy and realize that he is also an exchange student from the same programme I attend when I was young. I actually show him that the very fat persons seating with us were my American hosting parents. We then listen to them debating.

I am with my spiritual friend about to enter a very small bus. He complaints with the driver that it is too small and the trip too long but I find a seat next to the window that is not too bad. The driver is actually a military and place a video-game for us to play when he drives but it is too stupid.

I am in a living room trying to kill a family of pink small owls that are on the table in front of the sofa. I actually have a device for it and as soon as they go on a small plastic platform I should press a button to fry them. They do so but the remote doesn't work and I have to try with another one.

I am in an old barn carrying wood up a staircase. I actually want to sleep there an extra night but my girlfriend wants to already leave. As I get back in to light a fire I see that my neighbour's son is waiting to ask me for something. He wants to borrow a tie but his shirt is too colorful for it.

I am walking with my girlfriend inside a villa where there are already a lot of guests. I meet one already but keep playing the flute without greeting her. As we keep on walking inside the property we find signs that shows where people with different surnames should go to. We end up in a cellar.

I am with my kids on a chart pushed by an old Chinese man through the forest. I manage to take a photo of his blue eyes and end up in an open field with an ancient cemetery. I then get off to photograph it and then catch up with the group to visit a place made with precious foreign marble.

I am in an empty restaurant waiting a long time for a pizza. As it is finally ready the cook tells me that it is quite expensive but the waiter charges me even more. I then ask for half the money back but only get a few. As I am about to go out the owner tells me that she remembers me as a kid.

I am driving a car with an old man taking me to his house. As I am supposed to park in front of it the engine stops and I realize that the battery is disconnected. I try to use a tool to connected back but in the end the old man does it with his own hands without being afraid of getting a shock.

I am in the back of our Dutch house and meet the son of my mountain neighbour. He then tells me how painful his neck became after cutting a lot of wood in the forest. I actually wanted to ask him to cut some old trees in my forest but he is too busy now going out with his new girlfriend. 

I am in a restaurant listening to a group of black American people performing a football song. They are very good with the percussions and as I start wondering what the other fans think they start rapping. At last one of them gets in the middle and begins campaigning against racism.

I am in a bedroom overlooking a street and talk on the phone to an Italian neighbour about coming over. He then tells me that he also has a room for my oldest son and I agree to go there but then realize that I am already in his bedroom and that it has been arranged as a small sanctuary.

I am on the ground floor of our Dutch house taking a box at the time to the window. In each of the boxes there is an architectural model and I start photographing them but it is taking a long time and I decide to start by taking all the boxes next to the window. I do so but it gets very dark.

I am in a square talking to a couple who is looking for an apartment in the city. I then suggest them some nice neighborhoods and walk away realizing that I look like a bump. I actually cross my best friend who also looks like a bump and is searching for a free spot where to do some work.

I am with my small daughter walking through a mall to reach a shop where I just bought a pencil. I actually also need an eraser and see that the shop is trying to call me. I do not answer and just get there but notice that there is something strange almost as if I forgot to pay for the pencil.

I am watching the videos I made with my oldest son while traveling on trains across different landscapes. I am actually in one train myself and I put some old country music on. An old man is seating in front of me and I think he wants the music off but he puts the volume much higher. 

I am in a cafe with my Swedish colleagues and have to leave it for good. I then depart bowing to them in gratitude and no one really respond. Even my supervisor is quite indifferent and keeps talking to the other colleagues but as I go out I see that one colleague has tears running down his face.

I am a dental practice seating in the waiting room with my political opponents. I actually know the dentist and get called before them. As I go upstairs to get a dental check our dentist friend calls me but l am behind him and he calls someone else. I then walk up to him to show my face.

I am in a square where I have installed my videos on a wall playing in several screens. A couple is looking at them and I explain that they are playing mirrored one next to the other. I like the effect very much as it creates new places but they don't understand the work and just leave.

I am watching a basketball player jumping with a ball against the backboard to make the ball bounce and score. His opponent is also playing and he takes him up from the feet. They should fight against one another and he goes to the changing room to get dressed followed by a musician.

I am in the living room of our Dutch house and realize that there is a French art critic seating on the sofa. He has just been writing an essay about my project and I realize that I should find a way to pay for it. I have no money and plan to offer him to stay for free in my Italian apartment.

I am in an empty parking lot playing soccer with my little daughter. She throws the ball on a street and I am able to get it before a car runs over it. I then try to throw it back up lot but it rolls back down. A truck is approaching but it stops and a crow starts pushing the ball away with its beak.

I am in an abandoned building with my girlfriend and her friends. There are a lot of pillars and I want to play hide and seek with my youngest son but realize that he got sun burnt. He is already bold in the back of his head and the skin there is all red. His mother forgot to put sun lotion there.

I am in a small restaurant ordering noodles but get charged a lot of money. I then get the money back on my card and ask the guy at the desk to add a zero. He does so and then brings my noodles out but they are actually plain spaghetti with very little sauce and they are not for take away.

I am with a guide visiting an ancient Egyptian temple and find a rusted metal structure. The guide then explains to me that it was used to collect water but people would get really sick drinking it. There is actually a corridor where they used to pooh their diarrhea but the last part is missing.

I am on a hill meeting with my former classmates but see that there are actually some new ones. Our teachers arrive with long sticks to beat us up and we get in but a student starts using a machine gun against them. I then fear a retaliation and run up to the roof to hide holding on a ladder.

I am in a small library with the head of my Swedish department. He finds a book by a Latin author and wonder who he is. I reply that he is the very one that has inspired a very author who have inspired the French revolutionaries. He then says that it is too bad I am a Christian but I am not.

I am standing next to a canal looking at my girlfriend operating the robotic arm of boat. She is getting another boat on the other side but it sinks and I dive in to rescue the situation. As I do so my girlfriend's boat with the boat attached are pushed down the stream and she has to give up. 

I am walking in a forest path holding a device I just bought. It is actually dismantled and I keep all the pieces up with both my hands but soon the dog of a woman walking her child get on the way. I the drop a screw and as I try to find it on the side of the road I see that there are many types.

I am passing next to an American army and remove my shirt to fetch some sun. Even though American soldiers might make fun of my body without any big muscles I feel my legs very strong and go up a dune where I find my mother also getting tanned. There are also several family friends.

I am walking in an old Greek theater where a band will have a concert. I then pat one of the musicians and take a seat on the ground. I brought a fan with me but it starts raining and I realize that there is a big umbrella above our head. I then place the fan under the pavement with other stuff.

I am in a small bathroom trying to pooh but realize that the daughter of one of our mountain neighbours is in the shower with her daughter. I am actually feeling up the bidet next to me but then think I should just leave and stand up right when the woman and her daughter are coming out.

I am walking in a university and meet a guy. He is actually going to study in a Canadian city and I ask him if it is a the main university there. As he tells me that it is at a side university and we reach another group of students trying to get a bus ticket from a machine that is too complex.

I am driving with a friend at night looking for a bus station. We actually find one but not a place where to park and decide to keep on driving. As we get stuck in the traffic a black guy seating in a car in front of us want to put up a fight. My friend has his window open and I try to close it.

I am queuing in a big building for poor people. As I get to a gate a policeman starts giving me cans that I can take for free. He then lets me in a big place with a lot of other supplies I can take and I find a department with tools. As I am looking at grass cutting machine a guy finds a nice drill.

I am in a round building looking for the office where I should have an job interview. I ask a lady but she is too busy and I keep walking until I find a chapel where an artist has reproduces the relief of an altar with the scenes before an after. The reproductions are projected all around the chapel.

I am watching a movie about a skinhead laying naked with his belly down in a room. Suddenly another skinhead shows up to penetrate him from behind. The first skinhead did not expect it but the second skinhead is desperate and immediately wears a condom without any preliminaries. 

I am walking in a Belgian city and realize that my girlfriend is gone with the kids. I then try to follow the main road but end up in a big square where they are playing a famous Dutch song. I also start singing it but a gay guy seating on a bench starts flirting even though I am with the stroller.

I am biking on a bike path and go quite fast but soon it gets me on main road with a lot of traffic. I then try to be careful and keep to the right but I brought to the middle of an intersection. As I keep on following the traffic I realize that it will get me inside a tunnel where bikers are not allowed.

I am walking around a mall with two American guys. I actually need to find the entrance and they guide me all around the mall while I talk to them about the beautiful walks I took in North America. As we finally reach the entrance we find a big queue and I jump over a fence to join my ex wife.

I am outside our mountain apartment with my girlfriend when my old neighbour comes to tell me that our youngest son is in danger. We then try to find him and see him in a small labyrinth in front of my neighbour's apartment. My girlfriend want to take him out but he is very relaxed.

I am walking in a forest with my kids and reach to a playground where my oldest son used to come with his school. It is now abandoned and the trees on which it was built also died. I anyway let my kids play but a guy arrives with a little ugly dog and I have to scare it away upsetting him.

I am in an apartment taking a break after building my installation. I have been actually transferring it to my native highland and I open the blinders to check it out but cannot see it. I then try to find something to eat and I open one of the closets. There are some eggs inside but they are stained.

I am waking up in a big bedroom with many of my cousins there. I then try not to wake them up and walk out of the room but the son of one of them is laying on the floor. As I try to walk over him I see that his father is also laying on the floor and I wonder how they can sleep so peacefully.

I am in a Canadian hotel and tell my girlfriend that I want to call my father to try to see him. She disagrees but I decide to do it anyway and realize that among us is my half brother. He then calls him but our father doesn't have the money to rent a car to come and see us and I start crying.

I am in our Dutch garden trying to load the bricks with cement I made for my mountain museum in the car. The wheelbarrow is on the way and as I try to move it the mud that is inside fall on the ground. As I clean the pathway putting the mud against the chicken house my daughter joins me.

I am in a park when suddenly my oldest son arrives. He has been traveling by himself and I hug him before taking him inside to see his brother and sister. They are actually in the big bed of an hotel room and I bring him there but the little brother is very scared while the sister recognizes him.

I am in a restaurant with a Dutch shop owner and I try to show her my project but she doesn't understand it. As I offer the pay I realize that she is also the owner of the restaurant. We then walk to the counter and I find that they moved it in the opposite corner after they have been robbed.

I am walking through a parking lot at night trying to make it home. My girlfriend is waiting for me and it is already very late but I get stuck in a maze of long tables. My old friends are there offering drinks and I really have to go but they force me to at least have one. I then ask for a juice.

I am next to our Dutch river beholding a sculpture I built there. I then realize that it resembles the shapes of the bridges spread across the landscape. My neighbours are also observing it and I am afraid that they are talking bad about it but they also made a smaller and uglier sculpture.

I am I a computer room looking for an artist who have attended a master programme I also wish to attend. He is no longer there and I search for his name on one of the computers realizing that he became very famous oversea. I then realize that I should look for the internship he made there.

I am watching a movie about a Japanese man visiting the director of an important company. He actually jump on the latter and gives him a shot in the neck to put him to sleep. The man then starts preparing a box with important letters from the company director and gets ready to leave.

I am in an Asian restaurant with my old friends and a girl. The latter is getting married and as the first dish of noodles arrives we give it to her. The waitress then brings us a dish for us but they are very strange dishes. She then shows us the yellow filling inside and the red sauce around it.

I am seating with our family dentist in his living room when he proposes me to come every morning to do some cleaning in his studio. I then think he wants to help me with some money but he only needs to follow a new law. We then go upstairs to check the products I should use.

I am looking at an email from my biological father and find it unusually long and detailed. There is a section where he comments on my website and he seems very positive about it. I actually don't read it and only looks at the adjectives in the text that have been highlighted by him in red. 

I am in a small apartment with my girlfriend and think how I disliked making love to my previous girlfriend and how nice is to make love with her. As I think that it must be because we are of the same race I realize that I was making a video with friends and got recorded asking to make love.

I am walking out of a public library and see my old mountain neighbour smoking a cigarette outside. I then approach him and ask him what he thinks of the recent snowfall. He then tells me that he saw the guardrail of our village fully covered and it is the first time it has ever happened.

I am in the kitchen of our Dutch house talking to the alumni of master programme in the arts. He now lives in a big Danish city and tells me that he is printing a book there. I then understand that he is in contact with a big publisher and he is not the simple artist he wants to look like.

I am a candy shop waiting for the American owner who just walked to another shop. I then realize that a costumer is making the bill by himself and I go to the counter to help him. As I try to figure out how the cash register works two girls comes in and I look for some special soda to give them.

I am watching a video of my stepfather and I skiing and realize I also in a ski resort with my son but have to go uphill. As he wants to go home we reach a tunnel with cars and get a ski-lift to go across it. We manage to get on the opposite side but there is no snow and it is steep on both sides.

I am in a classroom with several students and know that their teacher will cut their throat. I then make them cut a mask out of paper and silently tell them to get ready to escape after wearing it. I try to hand them a candle each to pretend they are going for a procession but the teacher arrives.

I am with my Norwegian friend looking at a map of the Scandinavian peninsula. I then complain with him about how little mountains there are on the Swedish side. It actually get more narrow as we look up north but he tells me that there are steeper mountains there next to the coast.

I am in front of an apartment but don't want to go in yet to sleep and hear a concert on the distance. I then try to look at it but there is a building on the way with carpenters having a party. Even closer some acrobats spin in the air and right on my balcony is an old friend watching them.     

I am in a field talking to a bunny who has been cheating on me. She acknowledges it and runs in her hole. I throw a rock inside and I am about to cross a bridge to get back when the bunny starts throwing rocks at me. I then keep my head low and run behind other people going towards her.

I am in a bus with a woman in front of me almost on my laps. I feel quite uncomfortable but we soon reach our destination and I get ready to get off. She then throws one of her big breasts over her shoulder towards me and I cannot pass but have to suck the milk that is coming out of it.

I am seating in an airport and realize that both my credit and debit card don't work and I cannot get my ticket printed. I then go to talk to a receptionist and she prints a very large ticket for me. I check it and call my stepfather to tell him where to pick me up but he wants to know the terminal.

I am exploring a big monument with a couple and tell them about a funny film I watched with Polish gnomes. They are also Polish and the guy gets offended but soon we walk up the stone staircase and reach a room in the very top. The staircase down is of metal and is not well connected. 

I am in a parking lot and a woman starts hugging me. She then lays on a car and wants to make love but it is my parents car and we have to drive back home with them. As we do so I notice that her boyfriend is asleep under another car and she regrets having to leave him there alone.

I am in a big building and have to make it to the last floor to check an apartment for sale. I then take the elevator with a woman who is going to the floor below. We go up very fast and she gets off. I then get to my floor but the elevator stops half way and I also have to jump out on her floor.

I am on top of a mountain and release the ants I have collected below. I then realize that they are full of small worms in the middle. As I look more carefully there is a small scorpions the worms are trying to eat while the ants set off in small groups to find a new home in different directions.     

I am walking out of a wedding without saying goodbye to my uncle. I then join my cousin who should give me a ride home and brings forward two expensive sport cars. They are identical but of one is gray and the other black. We get on the backseat of the latter but the owner doesn't show up.

I am in my Venetian apartment checking the walls. There are many holes and I realize that it was the original texture and it only looks ugly because it was not painted well. As I decide to plaster them my rich neighbour rings the doorbell and I complain with him that his guests are still sleeping.

I am in an old mall with the German owners of vegetarian restaurant. We have nothing to do and they start singing Italian songs. People gather around us and also start singing and when they stop I also sing a dirty song and get applauded. I want to sing a new one but don't know the words.

I am in a cafe with my relatives and stand up to take a picture of them. They are all seating on one side and I manage to photograph them all but as I turn to the left I realize that the dead brother-in-law of my stepfather is also there. I then take a photo of him but my uncle also shows up.

I am in front of a small bakery selling pizzas and decide to also get a few for my family. There is actually a lot of people waiting and I also get a ticket. Inside there I find a place where to seat and draw but a tall and ugly girl comes to seat in front of me and presses her legs against mine.

I am up the staircase of our Dutch house and notice that my daughter is climbing down the bookshelf. I then hurry down to rescue her and find that my Polish friend has written me. I made a joke to his Jewish girlfriend and he tells me that her father saw it and I should try to apologize.

I am in my mountain apartment talking to my old neighbour about our two donkeys. They both have an ID number and I ask about it but he starts telling me that I can just have it. I don't understand and realize that he is not talking about the donkey but about a small land with the same ID.

I am walking in our Dutch town when I meet my the American volunteer who helped me with my project. I actually have a bike and I go faster than her but she also finds a bike and we stop on the other side of town to paint. I use a red colour but she keeps on going over it with a blue one. 

I am entering an apartment building where I am renting a room. I then realize that I have been living alone for a long time and don't feel any sad about it. I imagine myself to have become really old but as I enter through the main road I see that my hairs are still black and I look very young.

I am next to a road talking to my spiritual friend about where he should go by bike. I then explain to him that he needs to go back and I see him leaving for the opposite side dragging his shaved head against the rocks. I also take a small rock an toss it down to the busy highway below us.

I am with a guy walking next to an old church and I want to show him the frescoes inside. We then realize that we would first have to go upstairs to buy tickets but the guards let us in without it. We are only supposed to stay in one room and I see that the frescoes are actually mosaics.

I am in an office with some artists and I tell how I tried to put my drawings on social media but got no likes. One of them then tells me that I first need to have some connections and writes her username on my notebook. Her employer sees that and demands that I pay for the consultancy.

I am walking in the snow with my step cousin and reach the summit where my stepfather is waiting for us. He has been taking a different route and wants to walk back with us the route we took. I actually find it boring and decide to just slide down the hill and make a track to go with the sled.

I am in a supermarket talking to my daughter when a shop assistant hears us. She is Eastern European but also speaks Italian and wants to become our friends. She then shows us how we can throw ourselves through the cash desk. I then try to do it with my belly up but my nose is too long.


